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Major Parameters for Linear ColliderMajor Parameters for Linear Collider



CLIC CLIC –– Basic FeaturesBasic Features

•• ““CompactCompact”” collider collider –– total length < 50 km at 3 TeVtotal length < 50 km at 3 TeV
•• Normal conducting acceleration structures at high Normal conducting acceleration structures at high 
frequencyfrequency

•• NovelNovel TwoTwo‐‐Beam Acceleration SchemeBeam Acceleration Scheme
•• Cost effective, reliable, efficientCost effective, reliable, efficient
•• Simple tunnel, no active elementsSimple tunnel, no active elements
•• Modular, easy energy upgrade in stagesModular, easy energy upgrade in stages

CLIC TUNNEL 
CROSS-SECTION

4.5 m diameter

QUAD

QUAD

POWER EXTRACTION
STRUCTURE

BPM

ACCELERATING
STRUCTURES

Drive beam - 95 A, 240 ns
from 2.4 GeV to 240 MeVMain beam – 1 A, 156 ns 

from 9 GeV to 1.5 TeV
100 MV/m

12 GHz – 64 MW

•• High acceleration gradient: > 100 MV/mHigh acceleration gradient: > 100 MV/m



CLIC SchematicCLIC Schematic

Main Beam
Generation Complex

Drive Beam
Generation Complex



•• Based on superconducting RF cavitiesBased on superconducting RF cavities

•• Gradient 32 MV/mGradient 32 MV/m

•• Energy: 500 GeV, upgradeable to 1 TeVEnergy: 500 GeV, upgradeable to 1 TeV

(possible GigaZ factory at 90 GeV or (possible GigaZ factory at 90 GeV or ZZ ZZ 

factory at ~200 GeV is also considered) factory at ~200 GeV is also considered) 

•• Detector studies focus mostly on 500 GeVDetector studies focus mostly on 500 GeV

• Based on 2-beam acceleration scheme 

(warm cavities)

• Gradient 100 MV/m

• Energy: 3 TeV, though will probably 

start at lower energy (~0.5 TeV)

• Detector study focuses on 3 TeV

Technology available Feasibility demonstrated in 2009

ILC CLIC

CLIC vs ILC CLIC vs ILC 



Collider ParametersCollider Parameters



CLEX

30 GHz “PETS Line”

Linac

Delay Loop – 42m Combiner Ring – 84m

Injector

Bunch length
chicane

30 GHz test area

TL1

TL2

RF deflector

Laser

4A – 1.2µs
150 MeV

32A – 140ns
150 MeV

Demonstrate remaining CLIC feasibility issues, in particular:

Drive Beam generation (fully loaded acceleration, 
bunch frequency multiplication)

CLIC accelerating structures

CLIC power production structures (PETS)

DemonstrateDemonstrate remaining remaining CLIC feasibilityCLIC feasibility issues, in particular:issues, in particular:

Drive Beam generationDrive Beam generation (fully loaded acceleration, (fully loaded acceleration, 
bunch frequency multiplication)bunch frequency multiplication)

CLIC CLIC accelerating structuresaccelerating structures

CLIC CLIC power production structurespower production structures (PETS)(PETS)

CLIC Test Facility (CTF3)CLIC Test Facility (CTF3)CLIC Test Facility (CTF3)



•• HaloHalo particles contribute very little to the luminosity but may particles contribute very little to the luminosity but may 
instead be a major source of instead be a major source of backgroundbackground and radiation.and radiation.

•• Even if most of the halo will be stopped by collimators, the Even if most of the halo will be stopped by collimators, the 
secondary muon backgroundsecondary muon background may still be significant.may still be significant.

•• Halo and tail considerations are needed for design studies to Halo and tail considerations are needed for design studies to 
allow to estimate and minimise any potential performance allow to estimate and minimise any potential performance 
limitations from this source.limitations from this source.

•• Provides analytical estimates + package with code and Provides analytical estimates + package with code and 
interface for detailed tracking with samples and application to interface for detailed tracking with samples and application to 
CLIC  (+ ILC within EuroTeV)CLIC  (+ ILC within EuroTeV)

CLIC :   HTGEN as standard component of PLACETCLIC :   HTGEN as standard component of PLACET

Beam-Generated Halo and TailBeamBeam--Generated Halo and TailGenerated Halo and Tail



Particle processes:Particle processes:

BeamBeam--gas scattering (elastic, inelastic)gas scattering (elastic, inelastic)

Synchrotron radiation (coherent/incoherent)Synchrotron radiation (coherent/incoherent)

Scattering off thermal photonsScattering off thermal photons

Ion/electron cloud effectsIon/electron cloud effects

Intrabeam scatteringIntrabeam scattering

Touschek scatteringTouschek scattering

Various (equipment related, collective)Various (equipment related, collective)
–– Noise and vibrationNoise and vibration
–– Dark currentsDark currents
–– Space charge effects close to sourceSpace charge effects close to source
–– Wake fieldsWake fields
–– Beam loadingBeam loading
–– Spoiler scatteringSpoiler scattering

Halo and Tail SourcesHalo and Tail SourcesHalo and Tail Sources

Optics related: Halo modelingOptics related: Halo modeling
–– MismatchMismatch
–– CouplingCoupling
–– DispersionDispersion
–– NonNon--linearitieslinearities
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Multiple scattering Multiple scattering 
crosscross--sectionsection

Bremsstrahlung Bremsstrahlung 
crosscross--sectionsection

Mean free pathMean free path

Scattering probabilityScattering probability

Scatter.prob./bunchScatter.prob./bunch

Scattering fractionScattering fraction

Residual gas pressureResidual gas pressure

βεθ /min =

Beam-Gas ScatteringBeamBeam--Gas ScatteringGas Scattering



Collimation SystemCollimation System

Reduce the background by removing particles at large betatron Reduce the background by removing particles at large betatron 
amplitudes amplitudes (Halo)(Halo) or energy Offsets.or energy Offsets.
The choice of the collimator apertures should guarantee good The choice of the collimator apertures should guarantee good 
cleaning efficiency of cleaning efficiency of Halo.Halo.
To avoid wakefields that might degrade the orbit stability.To avoid wakefields that might degrade the orbit stability.

Final Focus SystemFinal Focus System

Need to provide a very strong focusing.Need to provide a very strong focusing.
Reduces the transverse sizes of the beam at the IP sufficiently Reduces the transverse sizes of the beam at the IP sufficiently to to 
provide the required luminosityprovide the required luminosity
The correction of chromatic and geometric aberrations.The correction of chromatic and geometric aberrations.

BDS Purpose: Reduce the beam sizes to nanometer sizes to produceBDS Purpose: Reduce the beam sizes to nanometer sizes to produce the luminositythe luminosity

Beam Delivery System (BDS)Beam Delivery System (BDS)Beam Delivery System (BDS)



Equation of MotionEquation of Motion

Hills equationHills equation

General solutionGeneral solution

Dispersion FunctionDispersion Function

Twiss ParametersTwiss Parameters

Phase Advance:Phase Advance:

Tune: Tune: 

Chromaticity:Chromaticity:



βx 64.171 m

αx -1.95133

βy 18.2438 m

αy 0.605865

entrance

β*
x 7 mm

α*
x 0.

β*
y 90 μm

α*
y 0.

E 1.5 TeV

γεx 680 nm

γεy 10 nm

IP

CLIC BDS OpticsCLIC BDS OpticsCLIC BDS OpticsCLIC BDS OpticsCLIC BDS Optics

ββx = 7 mm and x = 7 mm and ββy = 0:09 mmy = 0:09 mm



Simulation : Model of the BeamSimulation : Model of the BeamSimulation : Model of the Beam
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If a lattice is linear then particle representation:If a lattice is linear then particle representation:

Beam Matrix of pulse representation:Beam Matrix of pulse representation:

Models of the Elements: Quadrupoles, Drifts, BPMs, Dipoles, RF, Models of the Elements: Quadrupoles, Drifts, BPMs, Dipoles, RF, Dec. StructuresDec. Structures



Tracking studies (1)
BeamBeam--Entrance Profile in BDSEntrance Profile in BDS

Beam Tracking in BDS (1)Beam Tracking in BDS (1)Beam Tracking in BDS (1)



Beam Profile at IPBeam Profile at IP

Beam Tracking in BDS (2)Beam Tracking in BDS (2)Beam Tracking in BDS (2)



Beam coreBeam core

BeamBeam--HaloHalo

Collimations region Final Focus

Halo—particles with 
large betatron  

mplitudes or with large 
energy off-sets

Longitudinal coordinateLongitudinal coordinate

Large beta + allignment    Large beta + allignment    
errors resulting in  dispersionerrors resulting in  dispersion

Total no. of elements  637Total no. of elements  637
No. of slices  31No. of slices  31
No. of macroparticles 100No. of macroparticles 100
Energy  1496 GeVEnergy  1496 GeV
Charge 4 nCCharge 4 nC
Emitt. along xEmitt. along x--axis 680 axis 680 μμradrad
Emitt. Along yEmitt. Along y--axis  10 axis  10 μμradrad
Normal temperatureNormal temperature
Resudual gas NResudual gas N22

Lattice with no collimatorsLattice with no collimators

Beam Tracking in BDS (3)Beam Tracking in BDS (3)Beam Tracking in BDS (3)



Thanks to Javier Resta-lopez, 

10%
3.1%

octupole octupole

collimator+collimator+

spoilersspoilers

Constant pressure

Beam Tracking in BDS (4)Beam Tracking in BDS (4)Beam Tracking in BDS (4)

Halo > 102Halo > 102μμm      = 30%m      = 30%

Halo > 1 mm        = ~ 3%Halo > 1 mm        = ~ 3%

Halo > 10 mm      = ~ 0.5%Halo > 10 mm      = ~ 0.5%



Only 4.5% particles are outside the selected Only 4.5% particles are outside the selected 
window in case of final quad is permanent window in case of final quad is permanent 
magnet. 400 magnet. 400 σσΞΞ and 1000 and 1000 σσyy

Only 17% of halo particles are outside the Only 17% of halo particles are outside the 
window in case of final quad is super window in case of final quad is super 
conducting final magnet. 25 conducting final magnet. 25 σσxx and 80 and 80 σσyy

dp/p[%]dp/p[%]x/σx

y/
σ y

BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung

energy lossenergy loss

Halo Estimation using Collimation DepthHalo Estimation using Collimation DepthHalo Estimation using Collimation Depth



Location E
GeV

Gas ρ
m^-3

σσelel
BarnBarn

P
m^-1

LINACLINAC 99 COCO 3.23.2×× 10101414 1.11.1×× 101088 3.63.6×× 1010--6 6 

BDSBDS 15001500 COCO 3.23.2×× 10101414 3.63.6×× 101055 2.22.2×× 1010--88

Analytical Estimates and Simulations for CLIC BDS Analytical Estimates and Simulations for CLIC BDS Analytical Estimates and Simulations for CLIC BDS 
ParameterParameter UnitUnit ValueValue

eeN,y,initialN,y,initial nmnm 5.05.0

ββyy mm 100100

Residual gas (BDS)Residual gas (BDS) COCO

Residual gas (LINAC)Residual gas (LINAC) COCO

Temperature  (BDS)Temperature  (BDS) KK 300300

Temperature (LINAC)Temperature (LINAC) KK 300300

Pressure (BDS)Pressure (BDS) nTornTor
rr

1010

Pressure (LINAC)Pressure (LINAC) nTornTor
rr

1010

Length of LINACLength of LINAC
Length of BDS Length of BDS 

KmKm
Km Km 

1515
2.52.5

KminKmin 0.010.01

Integrated over the Linac, the probability for Mott scattering Integrated over the Linac, the probability for Mott scattering is is 
then  1.16then  1.16×× 1010--33

The total probability for the 2.75 km long BDS is 6.02 The total probability for the 2.75 km long BDS is 6.02 ×× 1010--55 ..
For the sum of LINAC and BDS we get a scattering probability For the sum of LINAC and BDS we get a scattering probability 

of 1.2 of 1.2 ×× 1010--33. . 
The probability for inelastic scattering with a fractional enerThe probability for inelastic scattering with a fractional energy gy 

loss Kloss Kminmin > 0.01 is much smaller, about 2.1> 0.01 is much smaller, about 2.1×× 1010--13 13 m both in the m both in the 
LINAC and BDS. LINAC and BDS. 

Summing up over the full length, we get a probability for Summing up over the full length, we get a probability for 
inelastic scattering for the combined LINAC and BDS system of   inelastic scattering for the combined LINAC and BDS system of   
5 5 ×× 1010--99..

A fraction of about 2 A fraction of about 2 ×× 1010--4 4 of all particles will have large of all particles will have large 
amplitudes and  hit the spoilers in the BDS.amplitudes and  hit the spoilers in the BDS.

With 1.24 With 1.24 ×× 101012 12 particles per train, this would translate into a particles per train, this would translate into a 
flux of 2.4 flux of 2.4 ×× 101088 particles per train impacting on the spoiler. particles per train impacting on the spoiler. 

At 1.5 TeV, we expect that a fraction of about 9 At 1.5 TeV, we expect that a fraction of about 9 ×× 1010--44 of these of these 
particles produce secondary muons, resulting in a flux of about particles produce secondary muons, resulting in a flux of about 
2 2 ×× 1010--55 muons per trainmuons per train



Analytical Estimates and Simulations for ILC BDS Analytical Estimates and Simulations for ILC BDS Analytical Estimates and Simulations for ILC BDS 

LocationLocation EE
GeVGeV

GasGas ρρ
m^m^--33

σσelel
BarnBarn

PP
m^m^--11

LINACLINAC 55 HeHe 4.84.8×× 10101616 2.02.0×× 101066 9.99.9×× 1010--66

LINACLINAC 250250 HeHe 4.84.8×× 10101616 3.83.8×× 101044 1.81.8×× 1010--77

BDSBDS 250250 N2N2 1.61.6×× 10101515 4.64.6×× 1010--55 1.51.5×× 1010--77

ParameterParameter UnitUnit ValueValue

eeN,y,initialN,y,initial nmnm 20.020.0

ββyy mm 100100

Residual gas (BDS)Residual gas (BDS) N2N2

Residual gas (LINAC)Residual gas (LINAC) HeHe

Temperature  (BDS)Temperature  (BDS) KK 300300

Temperature (LINAC)Temperature (LINAC) KK 22

Pressure (BDS)Pressure (BDS) nTornTor
rr

5050

Pressure (LINAC)Pressure (LINAC) nTornTor
rr

1010

KminKmin 0.010.01

The probability for elastic scattering at the beginning of the The probability for elastic scattering at the beginning of the 
LINAC is about 50 times higher.LINAC is about 50 times higher.

The elastic scattering probability in whole LINAC is The elastic scattering probability in whole LINAC is 9 9 ×× 1010--33..
Only a fraction of these will hit spoilers or the beam pipe.Only a fraction of these will hit spoilers or the beam pipe.
The probability integrated over LINAC with angles exceeding  The probability integrated over LINAC with angles exceeding  

30 times the beam vertical divergence  is 30 times the beam vertical divergence  is 1010--55..
Integrated probability over BDS is 5Integrated probability over BDS is 5 ×× 1010--77..
The probability for inelastic scattering with a fractional energThe probability for inelastic scattering with a fractional energy y 

loss kmin > 0.01 is small, 1.8 loss kmin > 0.01 is small, 1.8 ×× 1010--1212/m in the LINAC and rather /m in the LINAC and rather 
similar, 1.0 similar, 1.0 ×× 1010--12/12/m in the BDS.m in the BDS.

Sum of LINAC and BDS inelastic scattering of Sum of LINAC and BDS inelastic scattering of 2.3 2.3 ×× 1010--88..
The probability of thermal scattering is still much smaller, aboThe probability of thermal scattering is still much smaller, about ut 

9 9 ×× 1010--1111 for the BDS and completely negligible for the LINAC.for the BDS and completely negligible for the LINAC.
The beamThe beam--gas scattering from the LINAC and BDS combined gas scattering from the LINAC and BDS combined 

results in a fraction of results in a fraction of 1010--44 of the particles impacting on the spoilers.of the particles impacting on the spoilers.
For the nominal intensity of For the nominal intensity of 2 2 ×× 101010 10 particles per bunch and particles per bunch and 

2820 bunches, we expect that 2820 bunches, we expect that 6 6 ×× 10109 9 particles hit the spoilers at particles hit the spoilers at 
each train crossing.each train crossing.



Analytical Estimates and Simulations for ILC BDS Analytical Estimates and Simulations for ILC BDS Analytical Estimates and Simulations for ILC BDS 

Transverse beam profiles Transverse beam profiles 
at BDS entranceat BDS entrance

Horizontal (top) and vertical Horizontal (top) and vertical 
(bottom) beam positions as (bottom) beam positions as 
function of the longitudinal function of the longitudinal 
coordinate s in the BDScoordinate s in the BDS



ParameterParameter UnitUnit ValueValue
Drive beam sector lengthDrive beam sector length mm 10531053
numb. of part. per bunchnumb. of part. per bunch 101099 52.552.5

numb. of bunches per trainnumb. of bunches per train -- 29282928
mean initial beam energymean initial beam energy GeVGeV 2.402.40
mean final beam energymean final beam energy GeVGeV 0.400.40

εεN,y,initialN,y,initial mmmm 150.0150.0

εεN,y,finalN,y,final mmmm 334334
Residual gas mixtureResidual gas mixture 40% H2O40%H2, 40% H2O40%H2, 

20% (CO, N2, CO2)20% (CO, N2, CO2)
Temperature Temperature KK 300300

Pressure Pressure nTorrnTorr 1010
Beam divergence Beam divergence 

0.010.01

ProcessProcess ρρ[m[m--33]] PPinitinit[m[m--11]] PPfinalfinal[m[m--11]]

MottMott 3.22*103.22*101414 7.96*107.96*10--1212 4.21*104.21*10--1111

Brems.Brems. 3.22*103.22*101414 1.11*101.11*10--1313 1.11*101.11*10--1313

Comp.Comp. 5.45*105.45*101414 3.63*103.63*10--1414 3.63*103.63*10--1414

CLIC Drive Beam Tracking (1)CLIC Drive Beam Tracking (1)

minK



Mott scatteringMott scattering

BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung

Same pressureSame pressure

Higher energyHigher energy

Smaller angles importantSmaller angles important

CLIC Drive Beam Tracking (2)CLIC Drive Beam Tracking (2)



CLIC Drive Beam Tracking (3)CLIC Drive Beam Tracking (3)

Energy spread caused by Compton scattering stays below  0.25%Energy spread caused by Compton scattering stays below  0.25%
Total scattering probability integrated over  the whole Total scattering probability integrated over  the whole 

decelerator             is 7.69 x decelerator             is 7.69 x 1010--99

Effect of ionization of residual gas shows that  the ionizationEffect of ionization of residual gas shows that  the ionization
level  stays below 3%. So no need of model extension.level  stays below 3%. So no need of model extension.

The total number of intra beam scattering events per unit time The total number of intra beam scattering events per unit time 
scales  with 1/scales  with 1/β4 β4 and increases with particle density which shows and increases with particle density which shows 
that intra beam as well as Touschek become more relevant with lothat intra beam as well as Touschek become more relevant with low w 
energy beams and small beam size.energy beams and small beam size.

Sliced beam Sliced beam --model and particle beam model and particle beam --modelmodel
Particle is considered to be lost if amplitude exceeds the aperParticle is considered to be lost if amplitude exceeds the aperture ture 

of element.of element.
Small fraction of 10Small fraction of 10--77 particles  is lost.particles  is lost. Energy [GeV]Energy [GeV]

Beam halo decelerationBeam halo deceleration



Test Beam Line (CTF3)Test Beam Line (CTF3)

Beam core at the end of TBLBeam core at the end of TBL

Lattice units  for SimulationLattice units  for Simulation
16 of  FODO cells PETS 16 of  FODO cells PETS 
(Coupler as drift) Quadrupole (Coupler as drift) Quadrupole 
BPMBPM

i1
i2
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i2 iahmed, 7/14/2009



set n_bunches 200set n_bunches 200
set n_slices 51set n_slices 51
set n_macros 1set n_macros 1
set d_bunch 0.025set d_bunch 0.025
set sigma_bunch 1000set sigma_bunch 1000
set gauss_cut 3set gauss_cut 3
set charge 1.4575e10set charge 1.4575e10
set e0 0.150set e0 0.150
set emitt_x 1500.0set emitt_x 1500.0
set emitt_y 1500.0set emitt_y 1500.0
# Define the longitudinal mode # Define the longitudinal mode 
set beta_l 0.4529set beta_l 0.4529
set RQ 2294.7/2                                  set RQ 2294.7/2                                  
set lambda_l 0.025set lambda_l 0.025
beam offset , beam offset , 
sigmax=134.8,sigmay=329.8sigmax=134.8,sigmay=329.8

βεθ /min =

Maximum beam energy    =   0.150 GeVMaximum beam energy    =   0.150 GeV

Lorentz factor (Lorentz factor (γγ)             =     293.543)             =     293.543

VelocityVelocity ((ββ)                   = 0.999994)                   = 0.999994

Normalized emittance Normalized emittance εεN  N  = = εεx,y,Nx,y,N = 150 mrad= 150 mrad

Geometric emittance     Geometric emittance     εε = = εεNN/(/(βγβγ) = 0.511001 mrad) = 0.511001 mrad

Beta Functions  Beta Functions  ββx x = 0.827 ,             = 0.827 ,             ββy y = 4.72m= 4.72m

mrad

mrad

yyy

xxx

329.0)/(

786.0)/(

==

==

βεθ

βεθ

Test Beam Line (CTF3)Test Beam Line (CTF3)



LocationLocation
EE

(GeV)(GeV) GasGas
σσelel

BarnBarn

σσinin

BarnBarn

PPelel

mm--11

PPinin

mm--11

ΘΘminmin

mradmrad

CTF3CTF3--
TBLTBL 0.1500.150 NN22 52425242 5.51175.5117 3.37e3.37e--1010 1.77e1.77e--1313 329 329 

CTF3CTF3--TBL LENGTH         [m]             =  21.99             TBL LENGTH         [m]             =  21.99             
CLIC Drive Beam Length [m]CLIC Drive Beam Length [m] =  738.349=  738.349

Z mean  (NZ mean  (N22)                                   =  7)                                   =  7
PRESSURE    [Pa]  :1.33322ePRESSURE    [Pa]  :1.33322e--06          = 10 nTorr06          = 10 nTorr

Temperature [K]                                 =  300Temperature [K]                                 =  300
NPart                                                  =  4e+09NPart                                                  =  4e+09
KMIN                                                  =  0.01KMIN                                                  =  0.01

Particle density (Particle density (mm--33)           =  6.437660e+14 /m3)           =  6.437660e+14 /m3

CLIC estimate.    P = probability / m  for scattering  CLIC estimate.    P = probability / m  for scattering  

Drive Beam Halo: CTF3-TBLDrive Beam Halo: CTF3Drive Beam Halo: CTF3--TBLTBL



Radiated photons have rather broad 
energy spectrum and around 20 times 

large angle than scattered electrons 

Mott scatteringMott scattering

BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung

BeamBeam--Gas Scattering: CTF3Gas Scattering: CTF3--TBLTBL



Steady State power extraction efficiency = ESteady State power extraction efficiency = Einin/E/Eoutout
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Drive Beam Halo: CTF3-TBL TrackingDrive Beam Halo: CTF3Drive Beam Halo: CTF3--TBL TrackingTBL Tracking

HTGEN+PLACET application HTGEN+PLACET application 
to low energy CLIC drive beam, to low energy CLIC drive beam, 
started potential for started potential for 
benchmarking benchmarking -- CTF3CTF3

Beam core decelerationBeam core deceleration



electrons/bunch = 1.4575electrons/bunch = 1.4575××10101010

Probability = 3.37Probability = 3.37××1010--1010/m/m
Probability in CLIC TBL Drive beam = 7.41Probability in CLIC TBL Drive beam = 7.41××1010--99

Halo/bunch = 1.08Halo/bunch = 1.08××101022

Halo Flux Estimate: CTF3Halo Flux Estimate: CTF3--TBLTBL



•• FullTrackingFullTracking
•• Temperature 300 KTemperature 300 K
•• Pressure 10 ntorrPressure 10 ntorr
•• Scattering angle 10nradScattering angle 10nrad
•• Residual GasResidual Gas

•• Standard PLACET latticeStandard PLACET lattice
•• Total no. of elements  54068Total no. of elements  54068

•• No. of Quad.  1324No. of Quad.  1324
•• No. of BPMs   1324No. of BPMs   1324

•• No. of slices  31No. of slices  31
•• No. of macroparticles 100No. of macroparticles 100
•• Linac injection energy  9.0 GeVLinac injection energy  9.0 GeV
•• Charge 4 nCCharge 4 nC
•• Emitt. along xEmitt. along x--axis 680 nradaxis 680 nrad
•• Emitt. Along yEmitt. Along y--axis  10 nradaxis  10 nrad

LINAC Beamline LINAC Beamline 

Halo Acceleration in Linac (1)Halo Acceleration in Linac (1)

Energy of the halo particles  is increasing Energy of the halo particles  is increasing 

almost linearly  during passing through the almost linearly  during passing through the 

accelerating structures of the LINACaccelerating structures of the LINAC



Δtb

Halo Acceleration in Linac (2)Halo Acceleration in Linac (2)



CLIC Post Collision LineCLIC Post Collision Line
Benchmarking study between DIMAD  and PLACET codes with 20 mrad Benchmarking study between DIMAD  and PLACET codes with 20 mrad post collision linepost collision line



•• Comparison between two contemporary codes: Comparison between two contemporary codes: 
DIMAD and PLACET.DIMAD and PLACET.

•• CLIC post collision line for benchmarking purpose.CLIC post collision line for benchmarking purpose.

•• We consider current 20mrad extraction line of CLICWe consider current 20mrad extraction line of CLIC

•• Tracking performed using Tracking performed using 

•• 44--particles tracking with different energy deviation.particles tracking with different energy deviation.

•• 1K particles1K particles

•• Heavily disrupted post collision electrons beam Heavily disrupted post collision electrons beam 

Overview (1)Overview (1)



•• Lattice conversion from DIMADLattice conversion from DIMAD MADMAD--XX PLACET PLACET 
formatformat
•• Rotation of beam axes from horizontal to vertical is Rotation of beam axes from horizontal to vertical is 
performed by tilt option inside the sector bend at right performed by tilt option inside the sector bend at right 
angle.angle.
•• Few wrong units are corrected:Few wrong units are corrected:

•• Modification in extraction line latticeModification in extraction line lattice
––Aperture sizes are correctedAperture sizes are corrected
––Removal of aperture constraints from driftsRemoval of aperture constraints from drifts
––Implementation of aperture constraints on four Implementation of aperture constraints on four 
collimators as well.collimators as well.

•• Disrupted beam as DIMAD inputDisrupted beam as DIMAD input
•• Tracking performed with PLACET from IP to dump.Tracking performed with PLACET from IP to dump.

Overview (2)Overview (2)



Transportation of spent beams and the beamsstrahlung photons Transportation of spent beams and the beamsstrahlung photons 
from the interaction point to their dumps, with as small losses from the interaction point to their dumps, with as small losses as as 

possible.possible.

Layout of Post Collision LineLayout of Post Collision Line



Extraction Line LatticeExtraction Line Lattice
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+= In case when there is no quadrupole,In case when there is no quadrupole,
only 2 sets of 4 bending magnetsonly 2 sets of 4 bending magnets

OpticsOptics



• Switched off SR
• No need of particle-matter interactions
• Single particle trajectory
• Four particles with transverse components (x = 0, xp = 0, y = 0, yp = 0) at IP
• Energy deviation of each (δ = 0, δ = -0.3333, δ = -0.80000, δ = 0.93333)

Single Off Momentum Particles TrackingSingle Off Momentum Particles Tracking



Transverse coordinates:Transverse coordinates:
X,= Y =,XP =,YP = 0,, while  E # 0X,= Y =,XP =,YP = 0,, while  E # 0

With One bending magnetWith One bending magnet

With two bending magnetsWith two bending magnets

Ideal Beam with Off Momentum ParticlesIdeal Beam with Off Momentum Particles



Disrupted Beam: Transverse DistributionsDisrupted Beam: Transverse Distributions



Disrupted Beam: Energy vs Offsets/AnglesDisrupted Beam: Energy vs Offsets/Angles

We start tracking the disrupted beam We start tracking the disrupted beam 
200K particles and after loss through the 200K particles and after loss through the 
extraction line, ended up with 181 Kextraction line, ended up with 181 K



Disrupted Beam: Energy HistogramDisrupted Beam: Energy Histogram



ACCELERATOR:: CLIC-2500
{ energy    = 2500.  ;

particles = 0.4 ;
emitt_x  = 0.58 ;
emitt_y  = 0.01 ;

beta_x = 8.0 ;
beta_y = 0.1 ;

sigma_z = 30. ;  
dist_z    = 0  ;
espread = 0.0 ;

which_espread = 0;
offset_x  = 0   ;
offset_y  = 0.   ; 

waist_x = 0 ;   
waist_y = 0 ;
angle_x = 0 ;
angle_y = 0 ;

angle_phi = 0 ;   
trav_focus = 0 ;

}

PARAMETERS::
CLIC_standard_compton

{
n_x=64 ;
n_y=64 ;
n_z=36 ;      
n_t=8 ;

cut_x=3.0*sigma_x.1 ;
cut_y=6.0*sigma_y.1 ;
cut_z=3.0*sigma_z.1 ;

n_m=40000 ;
force_symmetric=1;  

integration_method=2 ;
do_eloss = 1 ;

do_espread = 1 ;
do_isr = 1;

store_beam=1 ;
electron_ratio=0.1 ;

do_photons=1 ;
photon_ratio=0.1 ;
store_photons=1 ;

do_pairs=0 ;

track_pairs=1;  grids=7 ;
pair_ratio = 1.0;   

pair_ecut = 0.005 ;
beam_size=1;

do_compt = 1;
compt_x_min=0.01;
compt_emax=800;

do_hadrons=1 ;
store_hadrons = 1 ;

hadron_ratio=1000. ;
do_jets=1 ;   

store_jets=1 ;
jet_ptmin=3.2 ; 

jet_ratio=10000. ;
jet_log=1 ;

do_lumi=1 ;
num_lumi=10000 ;   

lumi_p=0.0001 ;
}

BeamBeam--Beam Interactions: GuineaPigBeam Interactions: GuineaPig



Jets Production at CLICJets Production at CLIC



••Analytical estimation of scattering probability of Analytical estimation of scattering probability of 
beambeam--generated halo in:generated halo in:

•• Beam delivery system and LINAC of CLICBeam delivery system and LINAC of CLIC

•• Beam delivery system and LINAC of ILCBeam delivery system and LINAC of ILC

•• CLIC drive beamCLIC drive beam

•• CLIC Test Facility 3 drive beamCLIC Test Facility 3 drive beam

••Performed a detailed benchmarking study of two Performed a detailed benchmarking study of two 
particle tracking codes, DIMAD and PLACET using particle tracking codes, DIMAD and PLACET using 
20mrad post collision line.20mrad post collision line.

•• BeamBeam--Beam interaction (study going onBeam interaction (study going on…………) ) 

ConclusionConclusionConclusion





Beam halo : damping ring, linac, final focus aberrations etcBeam halo : damping ring, linac, final focus aberrations etc

The beam halo can result in electromagnetic showers and SR The beam halo can result in electromagnetic showers and SR 
reaching the detector (+ muon background).reaching the detector (+ muon background).

Halo removed by physically intercepting the particles using Halo removed by physically intercepting the particles using 
mechanical spoilers + thick absorbers to remove the debris.mechanical spoilers + thick absorbers to remove the debris.

Thick absorbers then become a source of muons Thick absorbers then become a source of muons –– should be should be 
within tolerable levels at the detector.within tolerable levels at the detector.

IR layout and mainly final doublet dominate.IR layout and mainly final doublet dominate.

Beam-Halo CollimationBeamBeam--Halo CollimationHalo Collimation
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Lattice with low Dispersion: BDSLattice with low Dispersion: BDSLattice with low Dispersion: BDS
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Transverse Phase Space: Exit of BDSTransverse Phase Space: Exit of BDSTransverse Phase Space: Exit of BDS
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